New biologically motivated knot table.
The knot nomenclature in common use, summarized in Rolfsen's knot table [Rolfsen (1990) Knots and Links, American Mathematical Society], was not originally designed to distinguish between mirror images. This ambiguity is particularly inconvenient when studying knotted biopolymers such as DNA and proteins, since their chirality is often significant. In the present article, we propose a biologically meaningful knot table where a representative of a chiral pair is chosen on the basis of its mean writhe. There is numerical evidence that the sign of the mean writhe is invariant for each knot in a chiral pair. We review numerical evidence where, for each knot type K, the mean writhe is taken over a large ensemble of randomly chosen realizations of K. It has also been proposed that a chiral pair can be distinguished by assessing the writhe of a minimal or ideal conformation of the knot. In all cases examined to date, the two methods produce the same results.